
think fresh
Counters for beverages



Each bar is unique in its own way. That is because the structural and 
technical conditions are never the same and call for the highest level 
of flexibility in the planning phase. 

Counters for beverages
Flexibility in its nicest form



Highlights 
 ☼ Variable system: choice of 3 widths,  
3 heights and 3 depths

 ☼ Rounded and angled designs are possible  
in the custom designs

 ☼ Individual design solutions made to order

 ☼ Full extension drawers as a default feature

 ☼ Identical design of the drawers and doors  
of refrigeration and neutral elements

 ☼ Impressive LED lighting

 ☼ Large-scale glazing for decorative product 
presentation

 ☼ Robust construction for the highest demands

 ☼ Environmentally-friendly refrigerants such  
as propane or CO2

 ☼ Biggest possible door openings with  
protected seals for easy filling and removal

 ☼ Powder coating in all RAL colours as well  
as different decorations possible

Refreshingly efficient
We have developed a special system for  
counters for beverages that handles almost  
all individual challenges with a large variety  
of standard solutions. Here, the greatest  
possible storage volumes are exploited and  
efficient handling is guaranteed. 

Furthermore, we are also happy to realise  
customised special designs in almost  
any form and colour at all.

Always included: decades of experience,  
well thought-out technology and functional 
design



Cocktail station with railing, refrigerated ice tray and 
pressure rinser for glasses for easy handling.

Perfect down to the last detail 
We are constantly working on making our products even better. That is why we developed an efficient refrigeration 
system with an optimum evaporator position and improved airflow. That way, cold air flows around your products 
uniformly, and the loss of coldness when the doors are opened and during loading is minimised.  

Different decorations and structures as well as powder 
coating in RAL colours possible.

Perfect and uniform cooling for the different  
beverages.

Optimal storage volume with full extension drawers for 
ergonomic access and top loader.

Combine different drawer heights and refrigerated with 
non-refrigerated elements.

Joint-free handle strips thanks to welded edges, which 
increase safety and hygiene equally. 
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